
Parkview Parochial 2021 Volleyball Covid Rule Modifications 

1) When teams arrive for warm ups they should follow the Home and Visitor Signs if posted 

behind the benches and remain on that side for all 3 sets of the match.  They will not 

switch sides between sets. If neither team is from the school where the match is being 

played, teams should randomly choose a side and will be designated Home and Visitor on 

the Scoreboard and Scoresheet based upon the signs posted behind the benches.  If there 

are no Home and Visitor signs posted behind the benches, the referee will determine which 

team is to be listed as Home and Visitor for the match.  

2) The Pre-match conference will be held with a coach from each team and a referee only         

(no players or captains).                                                                                                                      

3) A coin flip will be done to determine serve for the first set at the pre-match conference. The 

Visiting team coach will call the flip (Heads or Tails). The winner will choose serve or 

receive.  

4) A second coin flip will be done prior to the third set to decide the serving and receiving 

teams only. The Home team coach will call the flip. The winner will choose serve or receive. 

5) Teams will not do handshakes: A) Pre Match – The starting players and Libero if 

applicable, will line up at the end line and when beckoned forward by the official, will 

proceed to the 10 foot line and wave to the opposing team in good sportsmanship and then 

take their positions on the court. B) Post Match – After the referee signals the end of the 

match, teams will wave to their opponent again in good sportsmanship from wherever they 

are on the court and proceed to their benches.  

6) Substitutions – Players will not be required to high 5 or shake hands when substituting.  

 


